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KENYA MEDICAL TRAINING COLLEGE 

ISO 9001:2015 certified institution 

CERTIFICATION BODY: Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS). 

                             TENDER CLARIFICATION  

RE: CLARIFICATION ON TENDER NO. KMTC/19/2022-2023 
 

The interested bidders in participating on the above tender are notified to note the 

following detailed clarifications: -  

 

S/NO ISSUE  CLARIFICATION  

1. Turnaround time for processing reimbursement 

(Ensure you indicate turnaround time) - 2 

marks. 

By indicating turnaround time, you attain 2 

marks. Failure to provide the same, you attain 

o(zero) marks. 

2.  i. Provision of credit facilities/agreement 

with major service providers - 2 marks  

 

i. In relation to how the 2 marks will be 

awarded, a bidder will be awarded one 

(1) for each major service provider. This 

implies that for one to score the 

minimum score/marks allocated, at 

least 2 major clients must be provided.  

ii. Who falls under major service provider  ii. Regarding who falls under major 

service provider, this is an equivalent of 

a level 6 hospital whether national 

referral hospital, large private hospital 

or mission (faith based) hospitals. 

iii. How many credit facilities/agreements 

are necessary to attain the full marks.  

iii. On the number of credit 

facilities/agreements necessary to attain 

the full marks, it is at least two (2) credit 

facilities/agreements based on 1 (one) 

mark per agreement.  

3.  Provision of certified recommendation letters 

from the previous clients on satisfactory claim 

processing (at least 5 recommendations) - 5 

marks  

This criterion implies that for a bidder to attain 

the full/maximum score (5 marks), there 

MUST be evidence of five (5) 

recommendations each from a client i.e. at 

least five (5) clients with respective 

recommendations. 

4. Only bidders who score 75 marks out of 80 

marks and above shall be allowed to proceed 

to the next stage/level of evaluation i.e. 

financial evaluation. Consequently, bidder 

who fail to obtain the minimum technical score 

i.e. 75 marks shall be disqualified at this stage. 

Any bidder who scores at least 75 marks shall 

proceed to the next evaluation stage. In terms 

of percentage. This translates to 93.75% being 

the minimum percentage score that a bidder 

requires in order to proceed to the next level 

of evaluation. 

 



In view of the above, you are advised to visit the KMTC website www.kmtc.ac.ke or   

http://tenders.go.ke for the details.  

 

Meanwhile, the closing date of the mentioned Tenders has been extended from 30
th
 May 

2023 at 10.00 a.m to 6
th
 June 2023 at 10.00 a.m.  

 

KMTC is sorry for any inconvenience caused.  

 

 

Dr. Kelly Oluoch 

Chief Executive Officer 
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